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for now that thee is strong enough to bear it 1 went

to have a little talk with thee."

Jessie sank anxiously into the chair, and waited for

what was to come. The man took a brute of grouse

out of his bag, and placing them on the table, drew up

his chair, and began taking 08' the feathers and con

versing with Jessie at the same time.

" First, my daughter, I should like to know what is

thy name."

" Jcssie," was the response.

“ Ilast thee no other P"

"I am sometimes called Benington, but that is not

my name- I am an orphan, and live with my aunt.”

" Where is thy native place P"

“ Graham's Island,’I said Jessie, in a slightly tremu

lous voice.

“ Ah !" said the man, in some surprise, "if I had

known that I would not have brought thee here. I

thought thee was a stranger. Does thee belong to the

Grahams P"

“ N0, air; I lived with Mrs. Ben, the widow who

resides on the island."

“Yes, yes, I see," said the host, thoughtfully; “I

have seen the woman thee means. But how came

thee, child, to be lying stabbed on the beach that stormy

night P" ‘

" Sir, there is a long story connected with that,

which at present you must excuse my not telling. I

cannot do so without involving others, and that I do

not wish to do,‘I replied Jessie, trying to steady her

trembling voice.

" As thee pleases, child, as thee pleases," said the

mun, kindly. “ Do not speak of it if it hurts thy feel

ings. I merely asked from the interest I take in thee.

But how about returning to thy friends 7 Thee wishes

to do so, I suppose.’I

“ Oh, no, no, no l" cried Jessie, with involuntary

vebrmence- "Oh, I never wish to go back again i"

“ Does thee not?" said her host, fixing his strong

gray eyes on her face in grave surprise. " Theo has

good reasons for that, doubtless?"

“Oh, I have, I have! Some day I will tell you all,

but not. now. I have no one to accuse or to blame,

and the only friends I have have ceased to think of me

as living before this. If I returned to them there are

many who would be rendered miserable for life, and as

they think me dead I intend to be so to them."

All her courage gave way here ; and bowing her

face in her bands, she gave way to one of her wild,

passionate bursts of tears.

The man's face expressed deep sympathy and com

passion; he did not speak nor interrupt her till the

violence of her sudden grief was abated, and then he

inquired, in his customary quiet tone

" And what does thee intend to do, my daughter P"

“ I do not know yet," said Jessie, raising her head.

" I will go away somewhere and work for my living,

where I shall never be heard of again."

"Poor little one! what can thee do fora living?‘I

said the man, compassionatcly. “ Thee is ,too small

and delicate to work, and never was made to buffet the

storms of this rough world."

" I shall not have to wait long; I shall die!" said

Jessie, sadly.

" That thee will, if thee takes thy place among the

workers in the outer circle of life. So thee is fully

determined never to go back to thy friends i"

“ Oh, never! never! 1 would rather die. All I wish,

all I hope and pray for, is that they never discover I

am alive,"

“ 'l‘hcn stay with us; thee will not have to work at

all, and no one will ever hear of thee any more than if

thee were thousands of miles away. \Ve are buried

here in the very heart of the woods and moors, where

people very rarely come, and if any one did come thee

could easily be concealed till they went away. I know

it is dull and lonely here, but thee will get reconciled to

that in time."

“ Oh, this is just what I wished, but I hardly dared

hope for," exclaimed Jessie, with sparkling eyes. " How

can I ever thank you for your generous otl‘er ?"

“ I do not wish for thanks, my daughter, and thee

will oblige me, friend Jessie, by not mentioning it

more. Then wilt be very useful, and can take care of

Edith, who is insane, but quite harmless. Thou hast

seen her, has thee not P"

“ The handsome woman with the dark hair and eyes P

Yes," replied Jessie

“Then that is settled," said the man, with a smile.

.“ And now that I have questioned thee it is thy turn.

Does thee wish to ask anything P"

“ Oh, yes, ever so many things," said Jessie; "but

I am afraid you may not like—that you may be of

fended."

“ There is no danger of that, my daughter. I may

not choose to answer some of thy questions, but I wi l

not be offended, let thee say what thee will."

“ Well, then," said Jessie, with a faint smile, “ to

begin cntochising alter the some fashion as yourself,

may l'ssk your name, and that of the lady who lives

here P‘

“ Yesl Her name is Edith Graham; mine is Luke

Leathvrdab 'llliuo may call me Uncle Luke if thou

hlrsn"

“ Then she is no relation to you i'"

“ She is my cousin—no more."

“Once before," said Jessie, hesitatingly, "I asked

you how you came to be on the island that stormy

night. You did not tell me then. May I repeat the

qul'stion now P"

"Certainly. Edith, though usually quiet, ‘has cer

tain paroxysms of violence, during which, with the

usual cunning of insanity, she sometimes eludes my

vigilance and escapes. On these occasions she goes

down to the shore, takes a boat, and goes oxr to the

island. I, of course, follow her, and it was 0 of these

times I happened to be there. That afternoon she had

gone over, and was wandering through the pine woods.

I went after her, and just reached the island as that

furious storm came on. I wandered around for a long

time without finding her, and in my search, some—

where about midnight, I providentially chanced to

reach the spot where thee lay wounded and exposed to

the fury of the storm. '

“ The tide was rising on the shore, and five minutes

later thee would have been swept away. I lifted thee

in my arms and carried thee down to the boat, instead

of following my tlrstintontion of leaving thee at the

cottage or at Graham’s Castle. I did not wish to let it

be known I was on the island. Then I heard a voice

Screaming ‘Murder!’ and l knew it must be Edith; so

I set oil" to look for her again, and found her just

coming out of the castle. I had to bind her hand and

foot, and tie a handkerchief overher mouth to keep her

quiet, and there I waited till the storm had abated. It

was near noon the next day when we reached the shore,

a quarter of a mile below this place, which is consider

ably to the south of Graham's Isle, and Edith's paroxysm

being over she followed me quietly home. While I

carried thee I feared thee was dead for a long time,

and only I happened to have a good deal of knowledge

of surgery thee never would have recovered. That is

the whole history," said “ Uncle Luke," rising, with

a smile, and hanging his grouse over the fire to roast!

A light had broken on the mind of Jessie whilst he

spoke. This woman must be the apparition that had

so often been seen on the isle, and had given it the

name of being haunted.

"May I ask," she said, eagerly, "if this—if Edith

has been in the habit of visiting the island?"

“ Yes, such is her habit at times," said Luke,

gravely. “ About the full of the moon she gets these

bad turns, and generally makes her escape to the island,

though sometimes I prevent her. Has thee ever seen

her there?"

" Yes, once," said Jessie; " but I thought she was a

spirit.’

“ More than thee has thought that, friend Jessie;

but thee need not be afraid of her—she is perfectly

harmless."

“ Why is it she always goes to the island at such

times?" said Jessie, curiously.

The in ' face clouded.

“ '1‘ is a long story connected with that, my

daughter—a sad story of wrong and crime. Some day

—soon—I will tell it to thee, if thee reminds me of it."

“ How long has she been insane?"

" Nearly fourteen years."

"A long time, indeed. I should like to hear her

history very much- Do you not fear she has gone to

the island now ? I saw her go to into the woods an

hour ago." '

"No. She has only gone for a stroll through the

trees, or to look for berries; she will soon be back—and

here she is," he added, as the woman Edith abruptly

entered, her kitten still in her arms, and without look

ing or speaking to either of them, she sat down on a

low stool, and began sorting some pine cones held in

her lap.

All this time the man Luke had been getting

dinner and setting the table, proving himself to be as

good a cock as a nurse. In a few minutes it was

smoking on the table; and then he went over and

touched the woman on the shoulder, and said, gently—

" Is thee ready for dinner, Edith?”

"Yes," she said, rising promptly, and taking her

seat.

Jessie took the place pointed out to her; and Uncle

Luke, taking the head of the table, did the honours.

Then, when the meal was over, Edith resumed her

stool and her pine cones; Jessie took the easy

chair by the window; and Luke busied himscll in

clearing away the dinner dishes, and setting things to

rights. -

\\ cult still, and exhausted by the efl'orts of the morn

ing, Jessie threw herself on her bed during the course

of the afternoon, and fell into the profound and refresh

ing sloop of bodily weariness, from which she did not

awaken until the bustle of preparing supper aroused

her.

In the evening Luke took down an old, antiquated

looking bible, and read a few chapters aloud; and then

they all retired to their separate couches.

And thus began Jessie's new life—a life of endless

monotony, but one of perfect peace. As the days passed

on, bringing with them no change or excitement, she

gradually settled down into a sort of dreamy lethargy,

disturbed new and then as some circumstance would

forcibly recall all she had loved and lost for _evar, by

short, passionate outbursts of grief, but which were

always followed by a deeper and more settled

melancholy than before.

(To be confirmed 'II our nut—Commenced to No. 1418.)

TWO GREAT MEN OF OUR TIME.

Wn present our readers with engraved portraits of

two of the most celebrated men of this generation,

great as it is in great men and noble deeds. Professor

Huxley and Mr. Darwin, in their separate lines, have

taken the modern world of thought by storm, and

probably no brace of philosophers of such eminence have

ever commanded more of the public attention. Their

power lies chiefly in the daring and originality of their

intellectual exercises. Closely allied in the grasp and

bias of their genius, they have attempted the solution

of problems which have vexed and puzzled the minds

of thinkers of every age. They have tried to penetrate

the mysteries of creation. We are not called upon to

endorse their opinions, opposed as they are to many of

our prejudices, convictions, and preconceptions; but we

can, without accepting or rejecting their doctrines and

speculations, explain them to our readers briefly and

intelligibly.

Both Professor Huxley and Mr. Darwin revel in the

science which has the natural history of the animal

kingdom for its subject; but they have taken up

somewhat different branches, Professor Huxley being

identified more particularly with the physiology and

comparative anatomy of the animal series, and Mr.

Darwin with its progressive development. The chief

interest in the lives of such men consequently centres

in their works. We know them best by what they

have profusely placed before the reflective faculties.

Mr. Charles Darwin is descended from a family of

thinkers, his grandfather being that Dr. Erasmus Dar

win, of Shrewsbury, who acquired a good reputation

as a physician, and wrote those remarkable books,

" The Loves of the Plants" and “Zoonomia," and in

many of his suggestions anticipated some of the deve—

lopments of his accomplished grandson. Professor

Thomas Henry Huxley isasonof thelato George Huxley,

Esq., and was born at Ealing, Middlescx, in 1825. He

was educated at Ealing School, and subsequently

studied medicine at the Medical School of Cnariug

cross Hospital. He was appointed assistant-surgeon to

H.M.S. Rattlesnake in the year 1846, and remained

with that vessel during the surveying cruise in the

South Pacific and 'I‘orresStraits. He returned toEngland

in 1850, and succeeded Mr. Edward Forbes at the School

of Mines, Jcrmyn-streegin 1854. Butl’rofessor Huxley’s

renown is based on his being the writer of numerous

papers on natural science published in the "Transactions

and Journals" of the Royal Linnmsn Geological and

Zoological Societies, and in the " Memoirs of the Geo

logical Survey of Great Britain." He also published a.

separate work, “ The Oceanic Hydrozoa," and among

the works by which he is most popularly known are

his collection of essays, called "Lay Sermons,“ the

admirable " Lessons in Elementary Physiology,“ in the

Clarendon Press series, and the recently-published

volume on the comparative anatomy of the vertebrates.

His labours in the department of biology are significant

of the man and the theme. He is, as we understand

him, a supporter of the doctrine that life originates

from other life, but in the development of his views

asserts the existence of a protoplasm, or “physical

basis of life," which is common to all forms of organic

life; and, as he maintains, is identical throughout in

faculty, form, and composition. He asserts that, in

the substance and foundation of their structure, the

lichen on the rock and the botanistwho examines itaie

one and the same.

It must, indeed, startle all but the habitually philo

sophic to be told that the microscopic fungus which

multiplies by millions in the body of a fly, the giant

pins of California, the huge finner-whsle, and the jelly

fish that drains to nothing in the hand which raises

it, are all made of the same “life-stuff," and owe

existence, with its varied powers, to the “life property "

of that primal, simple, and common "something."

What, then, according to the philosopher, is this

“physical basis of life?“

Professor Huxley takes a leaf of a slinging nettle to

show that each of the hairs upon the leaf to which the

plant owes its power of stinging is a delicate case of

wood, with semi-fluid contcn ts, filled with granules that

constantly uudulate up and down.

Mr. Huxley also draws blood from the finger; and,

amid the well—known scarlet discs which the micro

scope exhibits, he points to certain colourless corpusclea

exhibiting great activity, changing their forms, drawing

in and thrusting out their substance, and creeping

about like independent living things. These corpuscles,

and the moving particles of the nettle-hair, are all

“ protoplasm," and “ protoplasm " is foundto enter into

all organized living bodies- Beast, fowl, rcptile, fish,

nlollusc, worm, polyp, and plant—ell, in this respect,

are the same; so that. the perfect human being, and the

lowest sea-animalculee, the beautiful woman and the

flower which she plucks to adorn her hair, arise alike
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in particles of protoplasm, or “ life stuff," as we have

called it.

To use Mr. Huxioy's own words, “ Protoplasm,

simple or nucleated, is the formal basis of all life. It

is the clay of" the potter, which, bake and paint it as he

will, remains clay, separated by artifice, not by nature,

from the commonest brick, or sun-dried clod."

Mr. Huxley analyzes this "life stufl‘" chymically.

He says it is made up of the element carbon, and the

three gases, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. There

upon occurs the immense question, whether, assuming

the fact that life itself originates from other life, the

life particles containing these ingredients exist ready

made, ,indostructiblc, and perpetually combining into

forms; or whether the "life stuff" is actually manu

factured out of dead matter. The professor's reply is:

“Under whatever disguise, whether fungus or oak,

worm or man, the living protoplaam always dies, and

could not live unless it died."

What is it, then, which makes this “ protoplasm " for

the huge consumption and reciprocal barter of the

worlds of organization? Melt smelling-salts in water

and you have the four ingredients of “life stnfl’;” yet

no animal can get protoplasm from such a solution.

But the plant can—out of that mixture it will build the

matter of life. Even the plant, however, cannot manu

facture this matter from the simple elements; it must

have the nitrogen and hydrogen mixed as ammonia.

This being furnished, the vegetable world raises the

compounds to protoplasm, and supplies the animal

world, directly or indirectly, with its primary stock of

“life stufl‘." As animals must have the protoplasm

created by plants, so, according to the professor, plants

must have the Clements combined into carbonic acid,

which iscarbon and oxygen; water, which is hydrogen

and oxygen; and ammonia, which is hydrogen and

nitrogen—before they can make the nucleated atoms of

prntoplastic matter, which lives, and is the reason, the

form, and the faculty of life.

Such is the decisive front with which Professor

Huxley appears to revive the most uncompromising

axioms of materialism. Nevertheless, he protests that

he is no materialist. While referring all phenomena to

force and matter, be yet declares himself the opponent

of materialistic views, as “involving a grave and

philosophical error.“

Is this merely a legerdemain with words, vouch

safed that we may sink more placidlv to our fate, as

"magnetic mockeries ?" Are we to believe that the

loveliest lady, and the rose in her hair, are all the same

with the worm and the jelly-fish—nay, that the lady
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and the flower are molecular complexities of action and

formation, which do not differ in kind from those of

smelling-salts or the white of egg? Happily, not so.

Mr. Huxley argues, indeed. that, with the march of

inductive investigation, physiology will bring the

phenomena of knowing, feeling, and acting into the

domain of material law.

Mr. Darwin, of whom Professor Huxley is, perhaps,

the most distinguished disciple, was born at Shrews

bury in 1809, and early distinguished himself in

natural science. He accompanied H.M.S Beagle as

naturalist between the years 1832 and 1836, and pub

lished a record of his observations in a book called

“The Voyage of Naturalists." But his fame is l-uilt

on two extraordinary works, the “Origin of Species

by Means of Natural Selection," published in 1859, and

“ The Descent of Man," which has only recently ap

peared. in both of which he "flutters the Volscians"

of orthodoxy in a difl'erent direction to Professor Hux

ley. We cannot dwell in detail on his audacious

theories, having only space for the slightest summary.

Mr. Darwin tells us “that we must find our primal

form in an aquatic animal, which seems to have been

more like the larvae of our existing marine Ascidians

than any known form," and that in process of im

measurable ages we developed through the phase of

apehood into our present erect, star-confronting shape.

Mr. Darwin endeavours to show us how “ man became

man.”

Beginning with the evidences of the descent of man

from the lower form, Mr. Darwin reminds us that in his

his bodily structure man is notoriously constructed on the

same general typeor model with other mammals. Bones,

muscles, nerves, blood-vessels. and internal visceres,

can be compared with corresponding pans in amonhey,

bat, or seal: even the brain is not exempt from the

rule.

Mr. Darwin enters into some very curious detail

and analogy; and he concludes the first chapter of

his “Descent of Man " by maintaining that “ the simi

larity of pattern between the hand of a man or monkey,

the foot of a horse, the flipper of a seal, the wing of a

bat, &c., is utterly inexplicable” on any other view

than that of their “descent iroln a common progenitor,

together with their subsequent adaptation to diversi

fled conditions." “ It is only our natural prejudice, and

that arrogance which made our forefathers declare that

they were descended from demi-gods, which Jead us

to dsmur to this conclusion. But the time will before

long come when it will be thought wonderful that

naturalists who were well acquainted with the com

parative structure and development of man and other

mammals should have believed that each was the work

of a separate not of creation." Passing in the second

chapter of his extraordinary work from the physical to

the mental comparison between man and the lower

animals, Mr. Darwin rebuts the objection that the

immense superiority in mental power possessed by man

weighs against the theory of his descent from a lower

form. Admitting all the enormous difl'erence even

between the mind of one of the lowest savages and

that of the most highly organized ape, he contends that

the difl‘erence is of no fundamental character—is of

degree and not of kind ; and that there is a much wider

interval in mental power between one of the lowest

fishes, such as a lamprey or lancelet. and one of the

higher apes, than between an ape and a men. On

both sides of the scale—between the lamprey and the

ape, between the savage and the Newton or lloward—

there are numberless gradations, whether of mental

power or of moral disposition; and on both sides, as

the author shows, there are capabilities of progressive

development, through natural selection and other

wise.

A crowd of anecdotes of a very interesting sort are

adduced to prove that many of the human instincts

and emotions and mental faculties are common, in

different degree, to the lower animals: love, jealousy

or the desire of love, emulation, magnanirnity, dislike

to ridicule; hatred of ennui, craving for excitement,

wonder, curiosity, imitation, attention, memory. even

imagination and reason—under all these heads Mr.

Darwin brings authenticated facts to convict man of

kinship with the inferior animals. And he goes further:

for he contends that those animals are, like man,

capable of progressiveimprovement, of in some measure

using tools and weapons, and taking steps towards

some of the simpler arts; while. in the power of

articulate language, in the sense of beauty, and even

in certain dim and vague approaches to belief in_

superior powers, the difl'erence, as elsewhere, is not

fundamental, but of degree. It is impossible not to be

struck by the breadth of research, the telicityof choice,

and the persuasiveuess of application with which Mr.

Darwin, here as throughout, labours to make us think

so poorly of our origin as it his object to do.

Our portrait of Professor Huxley is from a capital

photograph by Messrs. Elliott and Fry; that of Mr.

Darwin from an excellent likeness by hlr- O. G. Bej

lander, to all of whom our thanks are due for their

courtesy in freely according us permission to copy their

works.




